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Where is the life we have lost in living? 

Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge? 

Where is the knowledge we have lost in information?

T. S. Elliott, The Rock, 1934







Digitization within society has brought about 

Distribution across time and communities, 

which in turn has caused Disruption to the 

‘normal’ systems and structures and this has 

resulted in Diversity of actions…



Digitization



A short healthcare algorithmic story…

• Needed a repeat prescription, process flow requires these to be ordered either by 
telephone, online or personal visit (General Practice), I ordered online

• Informed that medication would be ready for collection from the local Pharmacy in 
three days time …

• Marvellous, set to memory, collect medication on Saturday

• Saturday, arrived at Pharmacy – no medication !

• Walked to General Practice – no prescription written, no doctor available

• Process requires a ‘review’ of the medication, I do not have to be present

• Was a little upset at lack of sequencing of the process

• Telephoned on Monday, medication has been reviewed and will be available on 
Thursday

• Diary full for Thursday – no late night, had to defer a meeting

• Medication collected

• Note on prescription stated as telephone was used that I should contact the 

Practice to find out how to use the online system

My online grocery request and delivery does not operate in this way …



A short healthcare diagnostic story…

• A friend went to have a regular check up at their local optician in England, this he 

did every year and is known to the optician carrying out the tests.

• My friend has had a minor eye condition for many years and is under the care of a 

specialist doctor at the major eye hospital in London.

• During the check up, the optician noted something irregular.

• The optician showed my friend the image and pointed out the irregularity, 

suggesting that my friend should see the eye specialist within the next couple of 

months.

• My friend asked if the optician could send a copy of the image to the eye specialist 

to save having to undergo further tests.

• Sadly the optician was unable to do this as the eye hospital would not receive 

images from outside their ‘firewall’.

• The optician suggested that my friend took a photograph of the image on his cell 

phone and used that to show the eye specialist.

My flight and my US visa waiver (ESTA) are seamlessly linked …



The dilemma …

If we believe that the patient is at the 

centre of all we do , then why do 

seemingly easy processes not work for 

me ?

How can we ‘use’ technology to better 

understand individuals,  their lives and 

their health aspirations?

How can we ‘balance’ the demand / 

delivery of care with tight financial 

controls that require measurements?

How can we ‘manage’ the patient’s voice 

in such a complex infrastructure ?

How can we interoperate within health 

and social care in the same we do in our 

every day lives?
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Distribution



Distribution
(Dissemination)



Distribution



Distribution

As of May 2018

• Facebook had 2.23 billion active users

• WhatsApp – 1.2 billion active users

• Instagram – 1 billion active users

• Messenger – 1.3 billion active users

All ‘owned’ by Mark Zuckerberg and partners



Distribution



Disruption



Disruption

• 24/7 access to information

• ‘Likes’

• Information harvesting

• Shopping activity change

• Banking activity change

• Communication activity change

• Television viewing activity change



Disruption

• The Internet of Things

• Personal fitness monitoring

• Robotic vacuum cleaners/lawn mowers

• Self parking cars

• Nano technologies

• Personalised medicine / DNA prescribing

• 3D printing

• Surgical robots / The ‘nurse’ robot…
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Diversity

Mangfoldighed



Diversity

The world has changed… Technology will change it further
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Swarm Robotics
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So what does this all mean for us?

Much nursing is done using algorithms

All computing is done using algorithms ?

We must prepare ourselves for the 

changing healthcare ‘world’ and make 

sure that we are sitting at the decision 

making table

We must develop our 

knowledge about using 

data metrics to provide 

effective compassionate 

care

We must refine our place in the 

health and care professions so 

that nursing remains the ‘glue’ 

that holds patient care together

We must play an active part in 

advancing nursing further into the 

21st Century



Education is the key to the future



But…



‘Power is control, influence or the ability to do or 

act.  Power is the ability to make decisions and 

power is determining what those decisions will be 

in the first place.

Power is having control of information.’

Gaston, (1991)



Here is the life we have found in living? 

Here is the wisdom we have found in knowledge? 

Here is the knowledge we have found in information?

Adapted from T. S. Elliott, The Rock, 1934





Thank You and welcome to the 

fourth industrial revolution…

p.procter@shu.ac.uk


